THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE
Show Business

Last Train to Memphis: the rise of Elvis Presley– Peter Guralnick
Singing in the Saddle: the history of the singing cowboy– Douglas B. Green
A Long, Strange Trip: the inside history of the Grateful Dead– Dennis McNally
No Minor Chords: my days in Hollywood - André Previn
Joseph P. Kennedy Presents: his Hollywood years - Cari Beauchamp
Otto Preminger: the man who would be king– Foster Hirsch
Despite the System: Orson Welles versus the Hollywood studios – Clinton Heylin
I Know Where I’m Going: Katharine Hepburn, a personal biography – Charlotte Chandler
Gods Like Us: on movie stardom and modern fame - Ty Burr
Walt Disney: Hollywood’s dark prince– Marc Elliot
The Dark Side of Genius: the life of Alfred Hitchcock– Donald Spoto
The Tenacity of a Cockroach: conversations with entertainment’s most enduring outsiders– The Onion AV Club, editor Stephen Thompson
Me and My Shadow: living with the legacy of Judy Garland– Lorna Luft
Fast Talking Dames– Maria DeBATista
From Reverence to Rape: the treatment of women in the movies- Molly Haskell
Of Pilgrims and Fire: when God shows up at the movies – Roy M. Anker
Hollywood Hellraisers: the wild lives and fast times of Marlon Brando, Dennis Hopper, Warren Beatty, and Jack Nicholson – Robert Sellers
I Do and I Don’t: a history of marriage in the movies - Jeanine Basinger
Reel Terror: the scary, bloody, gory, hundred-year history of classic horror films - David Konow
Mae Murray: the girl with the bee-stung lips - Michael G. Ankerich
The Man Who Saw a Ghost: the life and work of Henry Fonda - Devin McKinney
Hopper: a journey into the American dream – Tom Folsom
The Big Screen: the story of the movies - David Thomson
The Dream Life: movies, media and the mythology of the Sixties– J. Hoberman
Dark City Dames: the wicked women of film noir– Edie Muller
In Black and White: the life of Sammy Davis, Jr.– Wil Haygood
The Unexpurgated Beaton: the Cecil Beaton diaries as he wrote them 1970-1980– Cecil Beaton
Robert Mitchum: Baby, I don’t care– Lee Server
Nobody’s Perfect: writings from the New Yorker– Anthony Lane
Apocalypse on the Set: nine disastrous film productions – Ben Taylor
Rin Tin Tin: the life and the legend- Susan Orlean
Sundance Kids: how the mavericks took back Hollywood– James Mottram
Hellraisers: the life and inebriated times of Richard Burton, Richard Harris, Peter O’Toole, and Oliver Reed– Robert Sellers
Myrna Loy: the only good girl in Hollywood - Emily Wortis Leider
The Men Who Would Be King: an almost epic tale of moguls, movies, and a company called Dreamworks – Nicole Laporte

Mesa County LIBRARIES
Frankly, My Dear: Gone with the wind revisited - Molly Haskell

Somebody: the reckless life and remarkable career of Marlon Brando—Stefan Kanfer

Wishful Drinking— Carrie Fisher

Tough Without a Gun: the life and extraordinary afterlife of Humphrey Bogart—Stefan Kanfer

Furious Love: Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and the marriage of the century—Sam Kashner and Nancy Schoenberger

Puttin’ on the Ritz: Fred Astaire and the fine art of panache, a biography - Peter Levinson

Fifth Avenue, 5 AM: Audrey Hepburn, Breakfast at Tiffany’s, and the dawn of the modern woman—Sam Wasson

Hollywoodland— David Wallace

Rebels on the Backlot six maverick directors and how they conquered the Hollywood studio system – Sharon Waxman

Victor Fleming : an American movie master - Michael Sragow

Buzz : the life and art of Busby Berkeley - Jeffrey Spivak

Hitchcock and Selznick: the rich and strange collaboration of Alfred Hitchcock and David O. Selznick in Hollywood –Leonard J. Leff

Nicholas Ray: the glorious failure of an American director-Patrick McGilligan

Pictures at a Revolution: five movies and the birth of the new Hollywood - Mark Harris

Bringing Up Oscar: the story of the men and women who founded the academy - Debra Ann Pawlak

Ava Gardner: "love is nothing" - Lee Server

The Moment of Psycho: how Alfred Hitchcock taught America to love murder - David Thomson

Easy Riders, Raging Bulls: how the sex-drugs-and-rock-’n’-roll generation saved Hollywood - Peter Biskind

Irving Thalberg: boy wonder to producer prince - Mark A. Vieira

Empire of Dreams: the epic life of Cecil B. DeMille - Scott Eyman

An Army of Phantoms: American movies and the making of the Cold War - J. Hoberman

The Kid Stays in the Picture - Robert Evans

The Accidental Feminist: how Elizabeth Taylor raised our consciousness and we were too distracted by her beauty to notice –M.G. Lord

Stuntman!: my car-crashing, plane-jumping, bone-breaking, death-defying Hollywood life - Hal Needham

Infamous Players : a tale of movies, the mob (and sex)-Peter Bart

Seeing is Believing: how Hollywood taught us to stop worrying and love the fifties - Peter Biskind

Radical Hollywood: the untold story behind America’s favorite movies - Paul Buhle and Dave Wagner

Vanity Fair’s Tales of Hollywood: rebels, Reds, and graduates and the wild stories behind the making of 13 iconic films - ed. by Graydon Carter

Have You Seen?: a personal introduction to 1,000 films - David Thomson

Past Imperfect: history according to the movies - ed. by Mark C. Carnes

Gowns by Adrian: the MGM years, 1928-1941 - Howard Gutner

Men, Women, and Chain Saws: gender in the modern horror film— Carol J. Clover

John Huston: courage and art - Jeffrey Meyers

Pops: a life of Louis Armstrong - Terry Teachout

Hedy’s Folly: the life and breakthrough inventions of Hedy Lamarr, the most beautiful woman in the world –Richard Rhodes

American Rebel: the life of Clint Eastwood- Marc Eliot

Being Hal Ashby: life of a Hollywood rebel - Nick Dawson